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Accelerate Product Innovation

Why Should I Care About Ecosystems?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get to the A-HA  momentDisrupt and innovate 



How Do I Do That?

1. Have an Ecosystem 
Mindset

2. Be scrappy and tenacious      
in research and experiments 

3. Look for open innovation 
opportunities

Accelerate Product Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Traditional Ecosystems in Nature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you apply ecosystems in the consumer group?When most people think of ecosystems outside of Intuit they might think of what they learned in schoolMultiple living organisms thriving and living together in an environment . . With a common connection of food, air, water



Consumer Group Definition

An complex environment 
with multiple stakeholders 
that benefit one another… 

connected via data     
and/or money

Accelerate Product Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And even within Intuit we use the term in a lot of different ways – some people apply it to development platforms, others to internal users. In the consumer group the definition that we have been using is:A complex environment with multiple stakeholders that benefit one another . . . Connected via data and/or money 



Two Ecosystem Examples
Quicken Paycheck Optimizer 

(QPO) 
QuickReceipts

Employees

Benefit / 
Data 

Aggregators

Large 
Employers
(HR Execs)

Shoppers

Digital 
Receipt 
Provider

Large 
Retailers

(CEO, CMO)

Accelerated Product Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 These are examples of the ecosystems associated with two new products in the consumer group – Quicken Paycheck Optimizer and QuickReceipts. You can see that while they are very different complex ecosystems they both have multiple stakeholders -  QPO has employees, HR executives at employers, benefit aggregators and Intuit. And QuickReceipts has shoppers, C-level executives at large retailers, a digital receipt provider and Intuit. What you can’t see is that the stakeholders in both are connected via data and money.So the story I am going to tell you is how with QPO we unexpectedly discovered the power of identifying the stakeholders in an ecosystem. How by being scrappy and tenacious  in both research and experimentation, and looking for the data and money connection between the stakeholders we were able to utilize open innovation and create what we believe to be a disruptive solution, and a new business model. And then, how we intentionally applied the same process to accelerate getting to the A-HA moments in QuickReceipts.



Quicken Paycheck Optimizer (QPO)
Helps Employees Make Better Paycheck & Benefit Decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Quicken Paycheck Optimizer?QPO is a decision support tool designed to be used by employees in large corporationsIt helps employees, primarily people living paycheck to paycheck,  with their paycheck and benefit decisions, and the tradeoffs they make between their 401k, their health plan choices, their take home pay and a tax refund.  Large companies make it available to their employees via the company’s intranet, and it is used during open enrollment and other times when employees are making paycheck or benefit decisions.And it it is sold  to hr departments by one of the stakeholders – the benefit/data aggregator – not Intuit



Used D4D as Foundational Framework  

Accelerate Product Innovation

1. Deep customer 
understanding

2. Solution that           
solves problem  

3. Durable 
advantage/disruption

4. Path to commercial 
success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you share with us how you got to  the  solution of  Quicken Paycheck Optimizer?I actually didn’t get to this solution right away – I only got to it by experimenting in the market. I started on the journey of experimentation by first understanding the customer pain, and I used D4D as the core foundational framework. I iterated between the two big circles - customer understanding and solution  identification – and by doing so we ended up with QPO – an innovative solution that solves for all the  stakeholders in the ecosystem.



Scrappy is Fast, Easy, Cheap

Why Secondary Research?   
• Learn to speak their language
• Begin to understand their pain
• Know what questions to ask   

Why Primary Research?  
• Formulate hypothesis 
• Rapid in-market experiments 
• Know how to design quantitative learning 

Accelerates D4D Learning

Enables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Was there anything special about how you went about getting the deep stakeholder understanding you needed?I had a big y of  “how could we reach consumers at their place of work in order to sell more turbo tax.”  That meant I had an ecosystem of 2 stakeholder groups – It was about consumers when they are employees in large corporations. And it was really about HR executives in large corporations.  Both were non traditional stakeholders for us.In the consumer group we really didn’t know much about consumers as employees in large companies. And we knew even less about HR executives  - they were a big business  target and we were all about consumers. So  I needed to get some understanding of these stakeholders before I could even formulate an hypothesis or to know who we were really solving for. I didn’t even know what questions to ask for in a quant study and I certainly wasn’t ready for in market experiments.  So I researched both stakeholders at the same time – starting first with scrappy online research –because it was something I could do myself – fast. And the purpose of this was to get just enough information to have a better understanding of the stakeholder groups and their pain so that I could move on to primary research.  



How we learned about Employees

• Lots of online research
• Wall Street Journal; USA Today
• Journal of Consumer Education
• Dept. of Labor Study, MetLife Study

• Informal interviews
• Tucson call center employees
• Lowes & Weyerhauser employees
• Intuit Alliance Channel

Accelerates D4D Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you give us some specific examples of some of the things you did that would help the audience visualize this?For insight into the consumer as an employee I read a variety of stuff – from newspaper articles and journals to third party studies.   And did a lot of informal interviews with employees in large corporations.From this I gained some understanding of employees in large corporations– that  most employees in large corporations are earning less than $50,000 , they are living paycheck to paycheck, and are financially stressed.I also spent some time talking to Will to get some understanding of what we had learned about employees and employers from our alliance channel experience in promoting TurboTax.Will, do you want to expand on this?



How we learned about Employers

• Read lots of HR publications
• MetLife Employee Survey
• SHRM Online, Workspan Weekly,            

Employee Benefit News, HR Executive 

• Cold call phone interviews 
• Face to face interviews
• Joined associations
• Attended trade shows / conferences 

Accelerated  D4D  Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how did you find out what employers care about?HR executives in large companies were a whole different, non traditional B2B world for us – so being scrappy first was really important. I couldn’t do a survey to them, and there was no way I could do a  follow me to the office with the head of HR at a Fortune 500  company.  So I did three things: 1st  I had to find out about what HR execs care about– so I read what they read – their magazines and blogs. I joined their associations, learned their buzz words, and got a sense for their pain- they were really concerned about employee retention and cost of employee benefit programs . Now I felt equipped to do the 2nd thing - to hold an intelligent telephone conversation with HR execs in order to get a deeper understanding of their pain.  I had compiled a list of HR execs while I was reading the articles, and from HR association member lists, on Linked-In, from friends and family. So with my cold call list in hand I began cold calling. While I only had a 33% hit rate, when I did connect i found that they were willing to talk to me only after I explained that I wasn’t trying a research firm and I wasn’t trying to sell them anything – rather that I was a product manager and that I wanted to learn about the problems they were facing because I wanted to see if we could create a product to help them and their employees. The great thing was that they were all familiar with TurboTax, and loved it, but were unanimous in that promoting TurboTax to their employees was not something they had time, energy or interest in doing! And 3rd, I attended their conferences and tradeshows, which gave me an opportunity to talk to them as a peer. I talked to those sitting next to me in a session, sitting next to me at lunch or across drinks at cocktail hours, always listening to them talk about their pain. And each time I asked for their card and permission to give them a call if I had questions, and it was given freely.



Science is Still Essential

Primary Research
• Quant Study/Surveys
• BASES
• Pilots/Usability 

Accelerates D4D Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Did you also do Formal Research to get stakeholder insight?Once I knew the questions I wanted to ask, we fielded a survey to employees in large corporations to gain additional insight. At the same time it was really important to get into market fast in order to test an hypothesis and solution and get further learning.And so we did a scrappy and fast in-market experiment in a pilot with Lowes. And because we wanted to be really fast, we didn’t even use development resources. Again I  reached out to Will to help because of his experience in working with employers.  



With QPO - Learned Fast with Pilot

• Didn’t solve well for stakeholders

• Provided opportunity to get in the ‘space’ and talk to 
stakeholders 

• Provided opportunity to develop new hypothesis 

Low cost, low effort way to experiment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will, do you want to share what you and Susan  did?Since I had been working with Susan since the day she was hired, I had a sense of what she needed based on her working hypothesis. As a channel sales organization, we had some infrastructure that we could leverage to get a pilot test into market relatively quickly. We took her hypothesis, made a few tweaks to our existing “go-to-market” infrastructure, and were able to launch a pilot that was more marketing rather than typical product prototype, in pretty short order. I don’t know how long it took but I do know that the contract process with Lowe’s took longer than it took to make the changes to our infrastructure. QuestionTo make a long story short, the “offer,” Free TurboTax Deluxe, plus some financial education materials and tools really didn’t make much of an impact on any stakeholder…the Lowe’s employee, the Lowe’s HR org, or Intuit. That being said, the pilot was useful in that we were able to have more substantive discussions with the Lowe’s HR group that helped us: �1) Understand their issues/pains/what they were solving for in more detail� 2) Get feedback on other hypotheses and potential solutions that Susan was creatingAnd, it enabled Susan to meet with other HR execs under the pretext of “we are doing a pilot with Lowes”.  All in all, the pilot became a relatively inexpensive platform for learning.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.foreclosureconnections.com/images/lowes.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.foreclosureconnections.com/blog/article/196/lowes-and-home-depot-hit-by-crisis&usg=__rkt_NOoZafjPOAp-cF1lrNL4Hkg=&h=321&w=439&sz=18&hl=en&start=8&um=1&tbnid=sbGtn7bUFE2_tM:&tbnh=93&tbnw=127&prev=/images?q=lowes&hl=en&safe=off&um=1


First Big A-HA Moment 

Followed the data and the money

Payroll & Benefit Data Flow 

• A solution  - a decision 
support tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how you were able to apply the learning from this pilot to  getting to QPO?A recurring theme we heard from employees was that they didn’t feel as though they had enough money to pay for the benefits they wanted, or to couldn’t contribute to their 401ks because they were living paycheck to paycheck already.  But we had learned via the pilot that ‘financial education’ wasn’t the answer.So we looked at  WHEN EMPLOYEE FINANCIAL DECISIONS WERE MADE and WHAT DATA WAS UTILIZED - the employee’s paycheck, benefit, marital status, dependents, withholdings . We began thinking about what we could do if we had access to this data - which the employer had. So following the  data led to our first A-HA moment - when we hypothesized that we could solve employee pain with a decision support tool to help employees better manage the tradeoffs between their benefits, their paychecks, and their tax situation.  And if this hypothesis was right, we believed we could also solve the employer pain – help HR reduce benefit costs and increase employee retention. So following the data and money flow led us to a solution that could solve for both stakeholders.  



Second Big A-HA Moment 

Followed the data and the money

Payroll & Benefit Data Flow 

• A third stakeholder that 
could be an innovation 
partner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what was the 2nd A-HA moment?As we continued to dig deeper into following the data and money we learned that employers pay benefit software companies to aggregate  the employee payroll and benefit data – and this led to the 2nd  A-HA   - a third stakeholder to solve for,  and, this stakeholder could also be an innovation partner. 



Innovation Partner

Open Innovation

• Domain expertise
• Outside-in thinking
• Participatory design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you mean when you say that they became an Innovation partner?We quickly realized that these “aggregators” could be more than just a stakeholder  - They had domain expertise – they  understood the world of employee benefits.They kept us focused on outside-in thinking  - They were already selling to employers and solving for employees They could help us get to market in a quicker and more scalable manner versus trying to do it ourselves.And they could provide us with a new business model.In this way, this new third stakeholder was helping us solve for all of the stakeholders, including intuit.



How We Applied Open Innovation

Influenced 
functionality, 
features, flow 
and design 
direction

Participatory Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They influenced our feature prioritiesFor example, one of the aggregators was absolutely insistent that we build  robust health care open enrollment functionality, which was something we weren’t originally  going to do. It  became the biggest piece of functionality for us to build, and is what we delivered for our beta release.



How We Applied Open Innovation

Helped us build 
open Intuit API 
on a new 
architecture so 
they could push 
data to us

Participatory Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of aggregators helped us in making sure we were able to capture the data we needed, and they helped us as we were designing the API for getting the data



How We Applied Open Innovation

Helped us 
design the top 
level user 
experience flow

Participatory Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They helped us with the flow of the user experience. One of the aggregators  really pushed us hard to ensure that users get through the experience quickly



How We Applied Open Innovation

Iterated with us 
on multiple 
design 
approaches

Participatory Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And all of them were very vocal in providing input into the various iterations of UI design. One of the aggregators sent us UI examples. Another aggregator had us meet with some of their employer customers so we could share our approach.They even were very vocal and specific about the content on each page.



Benefit of Open Innovation 

New Business Model

Aggregators

Employers Employees

Tax Prep & 
Attach

PEPY - Usage Fee, per 
employee per year 

(subscription model)

PEPY - Usage Fee, 
per employee per 

month (subscription 
model) Rev-share on Tax 

Prep & Attach

Intuit Revenue

Aggregator 
Revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I can see how they helped with product direction and learning. Did they help us in other ways related to Open Innovation?New revenue opportunities and business models—for the decision support tool itself (revenue opportunity) and business models (subscription, resell through aggregators, license fees, etc.)New Channel for TurboTax—we had a few ways we thought that the decision support tool could help drive employee adoption of TurboTax.



QuickReceipts 
Electronically captures your transaction receipts at 
the point of sale, and stores them online for you 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is QuickReceipts and how did you apply this to QuickReceipts?QuickReceipts  eliminates the need for consumers to physically save or organize their receipts.  The receipt is sent from the retailers point of sale system directly to the consumer’s Intuit QuickReceipts account where the consumer can see all of his receipts – without having to do any work.



What We Did With QuickReceipts

1. Have an Ecosystem 
Mindset

2. Be scrappy and tenacious      
in research and experiments 

3. Look for open innovation 
opportunities

Accelerate Product Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But we didn’t start there. We started with a brainstorm idea that was really a consumer focused solution that involved consumers scanning. With scrappy research I quickly identified that consumers want to save receipts but don’t want to do any work related to saving the receipts and so I had to look beyond the consumer and look at the bigger ecosystem.So I followed the data and money to realize that transaction data was the connection between shoppers and retailers . And doing the exact same scrappy research I did with HR execs I now did with retail executives,  and was able to identify the retailer pain.  And an hypothesis of a solution. And I was also able to quickly identify a 3rd stakeholder  that could be our participatory design partner for open innovation and HELP US CREATE a new business model and channel. 



Applied these rules to QuickReceipts . . . . . 

Accelerated Product Innovation

Accelerated Time to the A-HA Moments

2 months to A-HA
vs.

7 months with QPO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By intentionally mapping the ecosystem we significantly accelerated the time to the  A-HA moments 



How Do I Do That?

1. Have an Ecosystem 
Mindset

2. Be scrappy and tenacious      
in research and experiments 

3. Look for open innovation 
opportunities

Accelerate Product Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what key takeaways would you have for anyone looking to accelerate product innovation?Apply these rules of the roadStart with having an ecosystem mindset to think beyond a single stakeholder, or even beyond 2 stakeholders. Follow the data and money flows to identify them  and to  get to the AH-HA moments.Use D4D as the  framework, and  don’t fall into the trap of using it in linear fashionGet your hands dirty. Don’t outsource the learning process to others.Don’t give up when boulders are thrown in your path.Be scrappy with experiments – do them as soon as possible, and oftenKeep your eyes open for open innovation opportunities with members of the ecosystem



Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have time for one or two questions before we try applying these techniques in an exercise.



Applying Rules of the Road

Let’s apply what we’ve learned 
to two products outside of the 
consumer group.

Small Business Division Accountant Professionals 
Division

Lalit Shahani
Director Payroll Services

Ryan Farley
Group Product Manager

Employee Self
Service Solution

Accountants Work
Exchange Solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s apply what we have just learned.  We have representatives from two other Intuit Divisions here who would like your help with their initiatives. Introduce Lalit and Ryan.On your tables you will have  a copy of an executive summary of one of these initiatives.



Accountants Work Exchange
Original Big Y:  Alleviating accountants’ staffing shortage pain by helping them 
easily find, qualify, and work (tax and accounting) with contracted professionals.

Create an online 
community for 
accountants with 
too much work 
(“demand”) to 
find and work with 
qualified 
professionals who 
want more work 
(“supply”).

The Challenge:

Lots of interest 
from supply-
accountants; 
however, demand 
not responding 
well as we 
projected to this 
point.



Employee Self-Service
Big Y:  Save employer’s time and money by providing an employee self-service 
solution for viewing payroll information anywhere and anytime 

Solution: An online 
portal where employees 
can access their 
payroll-related data, 
anytime, anywhere they 
choose, and have 
financial management 
tools / resources to 
help them manage their 
pay.

How do we expand/tap 
into the ecosystem?

•Start w/helping 
manage finances via 
Quicken, TurboTax, 
other?

•Address other pain 
points like time entry, 
scheduling, direct 
deposit?



Brainstorm
1. Have an Ecosystem Mindset

• Think beyond the single/traditional                  
stakeholder

• Follow the data and money 
• Use D4D as framework

2. Be scrappy and tenacious
• Secondary, then primary research
• Get in market often with fast experiments

3. Look for open innovation opportunities with 
members of the ecosystem

• Stakeholders can be participatory design partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Now let’s use these rules to brainstorm on these 2 real products . . .



Rate This Presentation
(Ratings range from 1 to 10, 10 being the best)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attending. We hope that you will be able to apply these rules to accelerating your product innovation.Before you go there is one more assignment –please rate this presentation.
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